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Abstract
An argument is a reason or justification of a claim.
It has an intrinsic strength and may be attacked
by other arguments. Hence, the evaluation of its
overall strength is mandatory. Such an evaluation
is done by acceptability semantics.

In this talk, we provide the foundations of a seman-
tics, i.e., key concepts and principles on which an
evaluation is based. Each concept (principle) is de-
scribed by an axiom. We then present two families
of semantics: extension semantics and ranking se-
mantics. We analyze them against the axioms shed-
ding thus light on the assumptions and choices they
made. The analysis allows also a clear comparison
between semantics of the same family, and between
extension semantics and ranking ones.

1 Introduction
An argumentgives reason to support a claim that is ques-
tionable, or open to doubt. It is made of three components:
premisesrepresenting the reason, aconclusionwhich is the
supported claim, and alink showing how the premises lead to
the conclusion. The link is hence the logical “glue” that binds
premises and conclusions together.

An argument has anintrinsic strengthwhich may come
from different sources: the certainty degree of its reason
[Amgoud and Cayrol, 2002], the importance of the value
it promotes if any[Bench-Capon, 2003], the reliability of
its source[Parsonset al., 2011], . . .. Whatever its intrinsic
strength (strong or weak), an argument may beattackedby
other arguments. An attack amounts to undermining one
of the components of an argument, and has thus a negative
impact on its target. An evaluation of theoverall strength(or
overall acceptability) of an argument becomes mandatory,
namely for judging whether or not its conclusion is reliable.

The evaluation of arguments has received great interest
from the computational argumentation community. Indeed,
two families of acceptability semantics were defined for this
purpose:extensionsemantics andrankingsemantics.

Inspired from logic programming, extension semantics
were initially introduced by Dung[1995]. Starting with a

set of arguments and attacks between them, they return a
set of extensions, each of which is a set of arguments that
are acceptable together. Some semantics allow multiple
extensions while others allow only a single extension. Using
a membership criterion, a qualitative acceptability degree is
assigned to each argument. Examples of such semantics are
the classical semantics of Dung (complete, stable, preferred,
...) and their different refinements (e.g.[Baroniet al., 2005;
Caminada, 2006; Dunget al., 2007]).

Unlike extension semantics, ranking semantics do not
compute extensions. They use scoring functions which as-
sign a numerical acceptability degree to each argument. The
degree of an argument is computed in an iterative way on the
basis of the degrees of its direct attackers. Examples of such
semantics are h-Categorizer[Besnard and Hunter, 2001], its
generalized version[Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex, 2005;
Pu et al., 2014], game-theoretic semantics[Matt
and Toni, 2008], Bbs, Dbs [Amgoud and Ben-
Naim, 2013], parametrized semantics[Amgoud et
al., 2016], and those proposed in[Gabbay, 2012;
Gabbay and Rodrigues, 2015; Leite and Martins, 2011;
da Costa Pereiraet al., 2011].

In this talk, we compare the two families of semantics (ex-
tension semantics and ranking semantics). For that purpose,
we start by providing a unified definition of semantics. Then,
we present the axiomatic foundations of a semantics as de-
veloped in[Amgoud and Ben-Naim, 2016]. We recall the set
of axioms that was proposed. Each axiom represents a prop-
erty that a semantics would satisfy or a principle on which it
should be based. Furthermore, some axioms are mandatory
while others are optional and represent strategic choices.We
then analyze existing extension/ranking semantics against the
axioms. The analysis shows the assumptions underlying each
semantics, and compares the various semantics. We show
that ranking semantics take into account both the number of
attackers and their strengths while extension semantics ne-
glect the number of attackers. Unlike ranking semantics, in
extension semantics the effect of an attack may be lethal.
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